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Answers to Questions 

January 30, 2018 
 
Q1: Regarding members-only content, can you elaborate on what the expected identity provider should 
be? We saw https://www.loginradius.com/ on the registration page. 
 

A1: There is no preferred provider. The expectation is that the log in mechanism will be 
part of the website, including the option to log in via popular social accounts like Facebook 
and LinkedIn. 

 
 
Q2: Are there any membership designations between those who log in directly vs those who log in via a 
social media account? 
 

A2: There should be no differentiation in terms of what the user can see based on the 
method used to log in. 

 
 
Q3: Under Annex B Draft Components for Page Templates, can you clarify who is able to see the 
information in the Members Detail Pages? 
 

A3: All members (but not non-members) should be able to see other members' profiles. 
Only the member him/herself may edit his/her own page. The microsite administrator for 
each microsite may also make changes to member profiles. 

 
 
Q4: Will you be doing manual translation of content in Phase 1? 
 

A4: Only the navigation and taxonomy will be translated manually. All other content will be 
displayed in the language in which the content was originally posted. Users shall be able to 
contribute resources, etc. in English or Spanish, and translation of the page content should 
occur through Google Translate or equivalent quality, fee-free translation resource. 

 
 
Q5: Should we assume Google Translate for machine translation? 
 

A5: Yes, or equivalent quality, fee-free resource. 
 
 

Q6: May anyone become a member of the community site? Will membership be reviewed or 
moderated? 
 

A6: Membership will be approved by the YouthPower Learning Project team 
(administrator). Any member of the public may submit a request to join. 
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Q7: The RFP mentions detecting the users’ localization preference by using the IP address. Is there a 
reason why you would prefer not to use the localization headers that are sent by all web browsers, and 
contain the users’ localization preferences? 
 

A7: The offeror may propose the solution that it believes is the most appropriate. 
 
 
Q8: If we are proposing to remain on Drupal, does the youthpower.org website is the scope of the work 
primarily to build out the YouthLead microsite in Drupal 7 and migrate the appropriate content? Is there 
any additional work required for youthpower.org in this scenario? 
 

A8: The open-source platform (including the CMS) should use the most current software 
release and applicable security settings for USAID compliance. This applies to solutions 
offered in Drupal.  
 
YouthPower.org shall retain its existing functionality and take advantage of new shared 
functionality (e.g., taxonomy and navigation in two languages; the ability for the 
administrator to easily push content to the Home page; and at least one more level of 
navigation beyond the top level navigation). There also should be an easy and intuitive way 
to navigate from YouthPower.org to the YouthLead microsite and vice versa. 

 
 
Q9: You mention that you would like the new website to be built on the latest version of the software 
available. Is it a requirement that the new YouthPower website be built on Drupal 8, or do you want to 
retain the website on Drupal 7? 
 

A9: The open-source platform (including the CMS) must use the most current software 
release and applicable security settings for USAID compliance.  

 
 
Q10: Is it your preference to utilize the codebase already created? 
 

A10: The offeror may propose software other than Drupal, and needs to provide the reason 
and explain the resource and cost implications for both the IT implementation (including 
the migration of the current YouthPower.org site) as well as the expected future content 
development resource requirements and cost implications. 

 
 
Q11: Does this project include any content work, besides content migration? (such as content creation, 
editing, etc.)? 
 

A11: The selected vendor will not be responsible for any content creation. 
 
 
Q12: Would you consider a WordPress based solution? 
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A12: The offeror may propose software other than Drupal, and needs to provide the reason 
and explain the resource and cost implications for both the IT implementation (including 
the migration of the current YouthPower.org site) as well as the expected future content 
development resource requirements and cost implications. 

 
 
Q13: What responsibilities does the existing hosting vendor have to assist in migrating content 
to a new hosting environment? 
 

A13: The entity currently responsible for hosting will provide the code and content, 
existing documentation, and will be available for questions and minor assistance as 
needed during the migration. 

 
 
Q14: In the Must-have Requirements for Phase 1, under the Platform item, it states that “The 
open-source platform (including the CMS) must use the most current software release and 
applicable security settings for USAID compliance.” Does this mean that, if we stay on Drupal, 
we have to re-program this to be on Drupal 8? 
 

A14: The open-source platform (including the CMS) must use the most current software 
release and applicable security settings for USAID compliance. 

 
 
Q15: Can you provide links to some resources to help us understand issues involved in LMIC 
phone capabilities? 
 

A15: The performance of the current YouthPower.org site is acceptable. The migration 
of Youthpower.org and adding the new YouthLead microsite should not deteriorate the 
experience and offer comparable performance. 

 
 
Q16: Regarding the requirement that the platform be “low-bandwidth responsive,” does the 
current GIE platform handle this? If so, what are the mechanisms that are used? Are those 
mechanisms adequate, or do you need something better? 
 

A16: The performance of the current YouthPower.org site is acceptable. The migration 
of Youthpower.org and adding the new YouthLead microsite should not deteriorate the 
experience and offer comparable performance. 

 
 
Q17: Rather than cite browser popularity “as identified by ITU,” is it possible to just provide a list 
of web browsers we would use to ensure compatibility? Can you explicitly identify the browsers 
on which you would like the website to be compatible and for compatibility testing? 
 
 A17: Chrome, Opera, UC Browser, and Firefox. 
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Q18: Can you explicitly identify the browsers on which you would like the website to be 
compatible and for compatibility testing? 
 
 A18: Chrome, Opera, UC Browser, and Firefox. 
 
 
Q19: To clarify, will this website stand alone from makingcents.com? 
 
 A19: Yes. 
 
 
Q20: In the Deliverables for Phase 1 section, you mention: "5. Hosting recommendations, 
including core applications support and updates." Are there any constraints or preferred hosting 
options? 
 
 A20: There are no preferred hosting options. 
 
 
Q21: Does the estimate for platform maintenance only apply to the microsite, or to both sites? 
 

A21: Platform maintenance applies to both Youthpower.org and the YouthLead 
microsite as they will share the same platform. 

 
 
Q22: The requirements indicate a minimum of 99% uptime, but 24x7 monitoring is not required. 
Typically for ensuring this level of availability there are automated alerts and notices that are 
sent out by the system, but unless someone is available to monitor the alerts, they are not acted 
upon and availability will be below the SLA. Please clarify these requirements, such as a 
requirement to be able to respond to system issues weekends and evenings. 
 

A22: On weekends (Saturday-Sunday), it is acceptable that critical system issues will be 
responded to within 12 hours. During the workweek, the response times should be 
much quicker. Further details will be discussed with the selected vendor. 

 
 
Q23: Will an ATO need to be attained for this system? What is the anticipated level of sensitivity 
of the data for this system? Is there an existing Privacy Impact Assessment? Has a system of 
record notice been previously provided for this system? Is one anticipated during the period of 
performance of this contract? 
 

A23: Website Governance Board approval has already been received for 
YouthPower.org. The Privacy Threshold Analysis was carried out for YouthPower.org 
prior to its launch. No classified documents will be stored on the site. 

 
 
Q24: Please provide additional information on the existing Youthpower.org site/code, 
specifically: Does it currently meet USAID security requirements? Does the current platform 
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meet Section 508 compliance? Should the new YouthLead site be 508 compliant? Regarding 508 
compliance, what level of WCAG 2.0 compliance is required for this project? 
 

A24: The current YouthPower.org is using the functionality and hosting environment of 
the Global Innovation Exchange platform and has received Website Governance Board 
approval. The new platform needs to meet at least the same level of security and 
compliance, and comply with the relevant USAID security and website requirements. 

 
 
Q25: Do you require any branding services for the YouthPower or YouthLead websites (logo, 
color palette, messaging, voice/tone development)? 
 
 A25: No. 
 
 
Q26: For email subscriptions, is there a preferred email provider, like Mailchimp? 
 
 A26: Yes, Mailchimp. 
 
 
Q27: Our design process involves intense rounds of discovery, and wireframing iterations that 
help us reach a consensus on the priority of content for the home page. From there, we provide 
a single home page design that we include up to two rounds of revisions for. Would this 
approach work for you? 
 

A27: The YouthPower Learning Project team has already carried out user research and 
discovery which will be shared with the selected vendor for its use. The YouthPower 
Learning Project team will work with the end users and the selected vendor to get 
additional feedback regarding the design during the review process. Wireframes for 
home page design, discovery, and placement of elements, then a home page design 
with revisions, is acceptable. 

 
 
Q28: In the must have requirements for phase 1 table, you mention in the Online Repository 
row: "The repository will allow tagging or labeling of all major web content types. The Project 
will provide the taxonomy/ies to use." Do you have expectations or constraints around how the 
taxonomies will be managed once the new site goes live? i.e., Do you expect to manage the 
taxonomies through the CMS via workflow, or do you expect to manage them outside the CMS, 
after which Administrators will simply add them to the tags? 
 

A28: Content submitters should be able to tag their documents (e.g., resources) at the 
time of submission based on the taxonomy, and administrators should be able to add 
additional tags to a document or change the tags. The taxonomy itself should only be 
changeable by an administrator through the CMS. Additional, user-generated tags 
(“folksonomy”) are not required in Phase 1. The folksonomy will not be centrally 
managed by an administrator. 
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Q29: Can you elaborate on the request for "automatic tagging"? 
 

A29: Making Cents would like offerors to provide a recommendation on how historic 
content can be automatically tagged with the new tags created as part of this activity.  
 
 

Q30: Is it possible to get a listing of the existing tags and vocabularies? 
 

A30: The detailed tags and vocabularies will be provided to the selected vendor. The 
taxonomy is two levels deep. Offerors can see examples of the taxonomy in the filters 
on YouthPower.org. 

 
 
Q31: In terms of design, what elements do you consider the most important to differ in the new 
iteration as opposed to the current site's design? 
 

A31: The main differences should be (a) a more "youthful" look and (b) more 
streamlined for mobile access. 

 
 
Q32: To what extent are you looking to refresh or otherwise change the YouthPower design? 
 

A32: There is no intent to change the design of YouthPower.org. 
 
 

Q33: Regarding “selecting specific content types” to appear on the homepage, it’s not clear if 
“content types” here means the same thing as it means under “Online Repository”. If it does 
mean the same thing, then we would need to understand how you would “select a Word 
document to display on the home page.” 
 

A33: The content displayed on the Home page should be similar to Highlights and 
Funding Opportunities on the Global Innovation Exchange, e.g., for the YouthLead 
microsite it would display a small number of recent resources, and/or a small number of 
selected upcoming events. Thus, "content types" in this case refers to resources, events, 
funding, innovations, or needs. 

 
 
Q34: Are these examples of “content types” which is a term used in the footnote of this section: 
“Word, PowerPoint, PDF, photo and etc.” This is how the term is defined the “Online 
Repository” section. If so, it’s not clear to us how you intend these non-web-ready formats to 
appear on the navigation or on the pages of the site. 
 

A34: The content displayed on the Home page should be similar to Highlights and 
Funding Opportunities on the Global Innovation Exchange, e.g., for the YouthLead 
microsite it would display a small number of recent resources, and/or a small number of 
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selected upcoming events. Thus, "content types" in this case refers to resources, events, 
funding, innovations, or needs. 

 
 
Q35: Can you elaborate on the desired workflow / approval process for posted content by 
members? 
 

A35: Members should be able to post content (e.g., resources) with minimal tagging and 
no moderation from an administrator. The document should appear immediately on the 
YouthLead microsite. Administrators can add additional tags and/or remove the 
document if needed. 

 
 
Q36: The term “threaded discussions” appears for the first time in the RFP in the "Must Have" 
Requirements location. We would like more information about the terms “discussions,” 
“discussion forums,” and “discussion areas” as they appear in the RFP. Additionally, in other 
areas of the document there is reference to “liking” and “tagging” of discussions by users. We 
would like a full list of discussion features, and a general description of how you envision 
discussion working on your website. 
 

A36: Discussions will allow members to discuss topics with each other. Based on posted 
topics, members should be able to interact in the form of threaded discussions. 
Members should be able to “like” postings and post new topics. 

 
 
Q37: Page Templates: Will you require a component approach to building landing pages, 
providing the ability to create pages using multiple content elements, akin to current 
functionality? 
 

A37: Yes, pages should follow a component approach (or equivalent) akin to current 
functionality. 

 
 
Q38: Under Innovation Template, can you specify what filtering options need to be available? 
 

A38: The filtering options for Innovations should be similar to the ones used on the 
Global Innovation Exchange and leverage the taxonomy that will be provided. 

 
 
Q39: Under Deliverables for Phase 1, can you clarify what "including access from 
YouthPower.org" refers to? 
 

A39: There should be an easy and intuitive way to navigate from YouthPower.org to the 
YouthLead microsite and vice versa (e.g., through top level navigation, or a button). 
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Q40: In the must have requirements for phase 1 table, you mention in the Search row: "Search must 
function in multiple languages, 4 as a faceted search. In Phase 1, stemming will be available for 
text/content in English. In Phase 2, stemming in additional languages will be added (French and 
Spanish)." Can you elaborate on how the translation of content will be handled? Will the contractor be 
expected to provide a translation validation services to validate intent and context, or will we simply rely 
on the Drupal functionality for translating without further validation? 
 

A40: The navigation and tags will be translated manually by the YouthPower Learning Project 
team, provided to the selected vendor, and the taxonomy will be made available on the system 
for tagging. The other text should be translated through machine translation, i.e., Google 
Translate – "translate this page” – or equivalent translation service.  

 
 
Q41: There appears to be a range of languages required depending on the features requested, between 
English, French, Spanish, Arabic and Portuguese. Can you elaborate on when a specific language should 
NOT be available? 
 

A41: Unless otherwise mentioned, English will be the default language. Only the navigation and 
tags will be translated manually by the YouthPower Learning Project team. The other text 
should be translated through machine translation, i.e., Google Translate – “translate this page” – 
or equivalent translation service. For Phase 1, the YouthPower learning team will provide 
translation of the navigation and taxonomy and tabs into Spanish. In Phase 2, the YouthPower 
Learning team will provide translation of the navigation and taxonomy and tags into Portuguese 
and French. No language is excluded from being translated through Google Translate or 
equivalent translation service.  

 
 
Q42: Should English be considered the default language? 
 

A42: Yes. 
 
 
Q43: Can you elaborate on how you envision the workflow occurring for multi-lingual tags and filters? 
Do you anticipate each translation of a tag to be a separate tag? Do tags need to be available beyond 
English and Spanish? 
 

A43: The expectation is that the translation of a tag is the same tag, i.e., if you search for 
"gender" you will get content that is tagged to this term or its Spanish translation. 

 
 
Q44: How many content administrators currently work on the Youth Power website? 
 

A44: There is one level of content administrator. 
 
 
Q45: Is there an existing vendor who will be participating in this RFP process? Is an incumbent bidding 
on this project? 
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A45: This question cannot be answered as Making Cents does not control the actions of past or 
current vendors. 

 
 
Q46: How many users do you have in the global innovation exchange? 
 

A46: YouthPower.org has about 57,000 unique users. 
 
 
Q47: Can you share where you are currently hosting youthpower.org, the level of service you are 
receiving, and whether it is adequate for your needs? Are you open to having both sites, and all future 
microsites on the same hosting server? 
 

A47: Making Cents does not manage the Global Innovation Exchange (GIE). The hosting as 
arranged for and provided by the GIE management is adequate. The expectation is that 
YouthPower.org and the YouthLead microsite will live on the same hosting server. 

 
 
Q48: To estimate hosting recommendations and pricing, can you provide information on traffic levels 
and physical storage needs? Will you share current analytics on the site, which we can use to anticipate 
performance requirements so that we can architect and price the solution appropriately? What % of 
your traffic is on mobile devices? Please provide information on current Youthpower.org site and the 
new microsite in terms of simultaneous users and bandwidth usage, particularly as videos are to be 
embedded. How many page views does the current Youth Power website get each month? 
 

A48: Since its launch in 2016, YouthPower.org has had about 57,000 unique users and about 
260,000 page views. The current YouthPower.org website has about 15-20% traffic on mobile 
devices. The majority of the users come from the U.S., followed by India and Kenya. Analytics 
information for YouthPower.org will be provided to the selected vendor. 

 
 
Q49: A review of site:youthpower.org indicates the site has 9,190 pages. Does that sound accurate to 
you? Are all of those pages required to be migrated by the May 31 launch date? Is there a site map that 
can be provided? 
 

A49: There is no YouthPower.org site map. YouthPower.org has approximately 200 static pages, 
and about 2,500 resources, events, and blogs. 

 
 
Q50: Can we get access to the Exchange? I tried to sign up but never received a welcome email. 
 

A50: The Global Innovation Exchange is managed by a third party. Please use the contact 
information on the Exchange's website to resolve any access issues. 

 
 
Q51: What version of Drupal is the current platform developed in? 
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A51: Drupal 7. 

 
 
Q52: In the Scope of Work section, you mention: "Vendors may choose to use a license with the code 
from YouthPower.org (a Drupal-based platform that is a microsite on the Global Innovation Exchange), 
or develop the code ‘from scratch’ with equivalent functionality." Please provide insight into the version 
and customization of the YouthPower.org and Global Innovation Exchange Drupal site.  
 

A52: The YouthPower.org site was built in Drupal 7. Microsite pages are built with components 
and wysiwyg capability. There is currently one site administrator level for the YouthPower.org 
site. Events and resources can be posted by all registered users. 

 
 
Q53: Does the RFP require all the work to be performed in the US or can some of it be performed off 
shore? We are US based agency and might not be able to compete with offshore development firms. 
 

A53: The applicable geographic code is 935. See AIDAR 752.225-70, Source and Nationality 
Requirements (FEB 2012) as incorporated in the RFP. 

 
 
Q54: Please confirm the Youthpower.org website site/code was not developed with USAID funding via 
contract, and thus the code is not owned by the U.S. Government. If not owned by the Government, can 
information on the current license holder be provided (POC Information)? Is this through Information 
Global Exchange or Youthpower.org? 
 

A54: The US Government owns a non-exclusive license for the code, for which Making Cents has 
been provided a license as well. 
 

 
Q55: Will the new code being developed under this contract be owned by the vendor, Making Cents or 
the U.S. Government? 
 

A55: This RFP will result in a work-for-hire contract through which the US Government will 
retain a non-exclusive license for the work. 

 
 
Q56: What contract type is to be proposed by offerors? Firm Fixed Price, Time and Materials? Is it 
expected that this will be a fixed price award or T&M? 
 

A56: Making Cents anticipates issuing a firm fixed price purchase order to the successful offeror. 
 
 
Q57: Please clarify the layout of the cost proposal in terms of what each of the “three” parts are. 
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“The budget for the project should be presented in three parts: Phase 1, including the 20 hours of 
additional development time as described in the SOW, and Phase 2. Include a total price for each Phase 
and also an itemized list with costs for each.” 
 

A57: This section is revised as follows: "The budget for the project should be presented in two 
parts: (1) Phase 1, including the 20 hours of additional development time as described in the 
SOW; and (2) Phase 2. Each part should include a total price and also an itemized list with costs 
for each." 

 
 
Q58: How many stakeholders are involved it the approval process of all deliverables? 
 

A58: The YouthPower Learning Project team will approve most deliverables. For some key 
deliverables, Making Cents’ client will also approve. 

 
 
Q59: Is the Cover page, table of contents and Gantt Chart to be included in page count of the technical 
proposal?  
 

A59: No. 
 
 
Q60: Will you share what the offeror can expect in terms of knowledge transfer and documentation 
from the incumbent? 
 

A60: The entity currently managing the website will share their existing documentation for 
YouthPower.org, and will be available for questions and minor assistance as needed during the 
migration. 

 
 
Q61: Where shall the bidders send their proposal? 
 

A61: Bidders shall submit their proposal by email to susan@makingcents.com.  
 
 
Q62: There is a significant amount of features, functionality, languages and content that need to be 
properly created, edited, migrated, reviewed and tested. Can you elaborate on what is driving the May 
31 launch date? What is driving the schedule? Assuming award by end February, the schedule seems 
tight for ensuring that the site is properly aligned to audience, multilingual, and of sufficient quality. 
 

A62: The project timeline is driving the launch date.  
 
 
Q63: Phase I is to be completed by Mar 31, 2018. Please provide the anticipated award date and 
contract start date. When will the award be made? 
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A63: The project timeline is driving the Phase 1 launch date, which has been updated to June 30, 
2018. Making Cents anticipates making an award by the end of February 2018, with the work to 
start immediately upon award. The Phase 1 launch date has been updated to June 30, 2018. 

 
 
Q64: What is your proposed budget, or budget range for this project? Please provide a range of the total 
value. Is there a budget you can share for this project? What is the budget for this project? 
 

A64: Making Cents anticipates issuing a firm-fixed-price contract, subject to the availability of 
funds, to the successful offeror. The estimated range for Phase 1 is $80,000 to $125,000. There 
is no estimated range for Phase 2. Revealing the cost range for the contract does not mean that 
offerors should strive to meet the maximum amount estimated. Offerors must propose costs 
that they believe are realistic and reasonable for the work in line with the proposed technical 
approach. 

 
 
Q65: Please clarify if the intent is for the vendor to offer services beyond Phase II (ongoing hosting, 
maintenance and support) and if so, what is the period of performance? 
 

A65: Any continuation of services beyond Phase 2 may be arranged with the selected vendor 
subject to contract limitations.  

 
 
Q66: Are we to estimate Phase 2 costs solely based on Annex C? The development of the mobile app has 
a lot of variables not explicitly discussed in the RFP which can impact cost. 
 

A66: The costs of Phase 2 should be based on Annex C. With regard to the mobile app, the 
offeror should assume that the users should be able to access the YouthLead content for the 
Needs and Discussions sections, post responses, and be able to post new needs, discussion 
topics, and responses to both. Users should also be able to see the members' profiles and be 
able to contact them. The vendor should be explicit about any assumptions regarding the app in 
its proposal. 

 


